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About This Game
Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Grizzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will
show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat
previous scores.
Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete
300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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crankies workshop grizzbot assembly. crankies workshop grizzbot assembly steam
Fun little title that takes us back to the arcade era of the 80s and does its uttermost best to ensure a most authentic and historical
correct experience with the 8-bit graphics and sound effects. Best play with a friend at the house. This is a hidden gem. Demon
Grade is a fun filled thriller for all ages, It was very exciting trying the nausea-free locomotion movement style. The first boss
fight was very exciting and I enjoyed leveling up and unlocking the different weapons they offer. Definitely worth the money
and just in time for Halloween!. Well, it will sound repetitive, but the ending, man, it just sucks.
The game itself is enjoyable, nice puzzles and a nice story.. Short. Sweet. Immersive. Well made. Free.
Why are you still reading this? Try it!. Definitely worth it if you hate level-grinding (which I do). Super easy repeatable quest
that takes maybe 60 seconds max, and really does give loads of exp. Doing this quest around 7 or 8 times took my party from
the mid-30's to the mid-60's level. Don't forget to use pendulum of experience for an extra-extra exp boost.. Seemsl ike an
interesting game, but this port is terrible! It crashes every five minutes or so rendering it unplayable. Stay away.. Bought on
special for 10 dollars, it is barely worth that. You get 3 different courses of about 12 holes each. You can complete this game in
20 minutes.
pro
- cute surroundings, kids would love
- pushes you onto the next hole after 7 failed attempts so you are not stuck. some of the holes are tricky
con
- short
- dinosaurs and other characters just sit there and bob up and down. apart from a T rex which roars if you get the ball into the
hole and a guy which moves around, the surrouding could be replaced with anything.
I recommend cause the cuteness is turned up to 10, but as mini golf goes there are tons of similar games out there and this one
golf wise does not stand out.. I know it looks like a cool game from trailers or lets plays and the concept itself is great and that's
what sold me but...
it really isn't that great. It is pretty linear despite almost always having 3 tunnels to go through they all feel the same and you end
up in the same point anyways. The tunnels themselves feel boring uninspired and lacklustre. Nothing interesting to see inside.
Grimrock was much more fun in that case. Rooms are blend and boring too.
Game stutters in close combat as if you are playing an MMO with high latency. Therefore, I had to max out will power so I
could play the game using ranged spells.
However, when I talk about spells I really just mean 1 spell that is called fireball as wind and earth balls are completely useless
(they consume twice the amount of mana but the damage increment is so low you'd rather stick to fireball and then you will
actually deal more damage using the same amount of mana)
There are plenty of items but most of them are useless. Old gear? Junk? tools? all these are items to be thrown away so dont
bother picking them up and save space for food, ore, coin type items and potions.
As for the game length, devs say it should last 10-12 hours. Well I sprinted everywhere while throughly exploring every
lucklustre location in the game going back and forth through every tunnel (I explored all ways available to get from point a to
point b) and it only took me 6 hours. I didnt rush too. I took my time. So I'm guessing that devs meant that if you only walk
really slow-like. Like a snail. But there is enough food to run. So why bother not spriting in empty corridors? If I were to rush
through only 1 tunnel (not exploring all others) it would prolly take me 3 hours to beat.
Don't expect this game to be anywhere close to Grimrock. It is a pretty straightforward and clunky game. I wish devs all the best
in making their next installment a much better game, this game has promise but it just doesn't deliver. It looks like it still should
be in Early Access. Maybe next time?. I did not enjoy the six minutes I spent playing, which was long enough to make it through
more than one "chapter." I guess this is aimed at children, and since I am an adult I was not the target audience. So boring, and
the graphics\/gameplay are just repeated over and over and over.
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Super Hydorah is a fantastic horizontal shoot 'em up with varied levels and weapons, a killer soundtrack and great graphics. As a
fan of games like R-Type and Gradius / Parodius I'm very happy that this game exists and even more that the old freeware
version got the "Super" treatment. While the game borrows many elements from classic titles, it feels fresh and unique. Unlike
most other shooters of this kind, Super Hydorah supports analog controls. At first I wasn't a fan of this, but after a while I got
used to it and even with maxed out speed upgrades you can still maneuver precisely. There are also secrets to find in each stage.
Shoot 'em up veterans will have no problems blazing through the game and even a 1CC run is achievable for most players.
That's not to say that the game is easy. The levels are challenging, but fair. Checkpoints within levels and a save system after
each stage help newcomers. There are unlimited continues, but if you run out of lives you get send back to the start of the level.
Some stages are pretty long and new players might have some trouble beating them. But with the right combination of weapons,
sub weapons and bombs every stage and boss can be conquered.. I really like this game! It was super cute! I seriously can't wait
to play the other paths.
I would recommend this game to anyone who likes sweet, cute otome games and cats too.. So I've clocked a good chunk of
hours into this game, beat it 3 times, and did everything and have followed the updates stringently. For someone who wants a
AAA rpg or a generic wrapped up dungeon crawler, look elsewhere. Blood of Magic is the definition of homebrew, but that is
not a bad thing. The developers are kind and keep in touch, and every aspect of this game, flawed or fabulous, is unique. I
reccomend this game to those who enjoy some good turn based combat, or even town building, as raising up a small woodland
town to a big fortress is a very satisfiying feeling. Watching this game grow is going to be awesome, and I'll be in Auguston
(main town) for all of it.. Its like Skyrim HD with 60FPS and Multiplayer.
Except the HD,60 FPS and mulitplayer.
More like Daggerfall Demo.... pubg, but you start with guns. also better graphics. This game is pretty great!
You fly around doing shmup stuff, and its really hard.
So, if you like avoid-ers or shmups, this is a game for you.. This game has style, a lot of it. It's fun throughout and hit the right
part of the imagination so many games miss these days. It has a dingy street vibe accompanied by the neo-cyberpunk fit.
Inspirations like Johnny The Homicidal Maniac and The Maxx come to mind. It's right down my alley and I give it a 9\/10.
Technical Impressions: First playthrough I had a lot of tearing I couldn't figure out even with vsync on, so I was quite distracted
by it and this game deserves to be played without any hindrances to quality. After digging around on the internet I found a fix
for the tearing (Aero desktop settings have to be on in Windows7, weird but it got rid of all the tearing). There's not a lot of
advanced settings for the graphics, but if you have a newer rig you shouldn't run into any slowing due to hardware.
Gameplay is fluid and easy to follow, level layouts are randomly generated to give it a good amount of replay value. Graphics
and sound aren't the best, but this game unloads with a resounding style and the retro-fit of the quaility gives it a certain charm
many developers don't understand. I don't know what to say, I'm going to cut it short but this game is an instant classic tickling
many sub-genres in my mind and deserves to be on par with some of the most style-defining classics like Clive Barker's
Undying.. This is very reminiscent of BitBlaster XL, but I still like it! :). This is my favorite casual game although "regretfully" i
try really hard at this game. The fast pace-quick reaction based 3d funtime special which is available almost any time one feels
like spending a casual 10 minutes without thinking at all, just going with the flow and experiencing a sheer discharge of brain
activity is so very appealing. He who searches for a game of such notion and capacity, buy this game at this instant. You have
found your ultimate casual game. Also a side note; play it with a controller.. Let me start by saying I am a HUGE Viscera
Cleanup Detail fan, (250hrs logged). Just to let you know that I don't mind menial task simulators. Keep that in mind when you
read the rest of the review.
I caved and bought this game. Not sure if it was a good idea or not. Leaning more to not... It's an amusing game for a little
while, but becomes extremely repetitive.
This game has virtually no challenge or consequence to it what so ever:
- The objective times are stupidly generous. If you can't finish the objective with 2\/3 - 1\/2 of the allotted time left, then you
are doing something very wrong.
- There are virtually no penalties. You can drive a car into a planes engine at 100mph with no consequence. You can ignore the
paths and drive anywhere you want with no penalty. (I cut a snow blower in front of a taxi-ing plane)
- You can leave your vehicle anywhere, even behind the wheels of the plane.
- Clearing snow is just silly. You can literally just go to the area, start the engine and do doughnuts.
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Physics is bad:
- The Lead car randomly slides sideways at low speed.
- If you jack-knife something with a trailer while reversing, the trailers just slide with no penalty to speed.
I managed to finish career mode in under 4hrs. This game is great if you have a couple mins to kill but any sustained play gets
tedious.
If you are interested in this game, wait till it's $5 or less.
Spriter R3 Released:
Hi everyone,
We're pleased to announce the release of Spriter build R3, which includes some great new time saving features and bug fixes.
First a quick note to Linux users. Spriter for Linux is available to test on Steam. We're not going to officially announce it as
supported for Steam until we get some more users to confirm it works for them. Please reply here if you get a chance to try it
and it works, or if it doesn't, please post as many details as you can, such as OS version, 64 or 32 bit, any relevant error
messages, etc. If you own Spriter Pro on Steam, just log in under Linux, and it should be available.
As for Spriter R3, we've got handy new shortcuts for moving through the timeline, and a new batch export (to png/gif) feature.
Here is a quick video showing showcasing whats new to R3 (Full Change-log at the bottom of this post).
We hope this new build will save you time and make using Spriter an even more convenient and enjoyable experience, and we
also hope you find it to be worth the wait.
Speaking of waiting, we apologize for the prolonged silence in regards to the Spriter reference implementation we're working
on. While it is our top priority until it's finished, there has been a great deal of preliminary planning, and careful design
decisions to work through before the actual coding was begun.
Our original plan was to create a basic implementation which covers only Spriter's current feature set as quickly as possible, but
then realized that a rushed version would definitely cause the need for some fairly drastic re-writes in order to accommodate
several of the up-coming features we have planned for the coming many months.
This made us realize its a better idea to take the time needed to do it right...to make sure its as future/feature proof as possible,
and that it's built from the ground up in anticipation of the upcoming expanded feature-set. In fact, some of the new features
will just work instantly on any Spriter implementation ported from the reference implementation as soon as the feature becomes
available in Spriter. We've also done quite a bit of planning to ensure that even some of the larger upcoming features will
require minimal additions to existing code.
In other news, aside from the preliminary work for the implementation itself, as well as small bug fixes and new features to
Spriter itself, we've also been very busy with many other investments in Spriter's future, including but not limited to
commencing with the design and creation of a new art pack, which will not only introduce new animation and art content to
Spriter's library (hint, not for a side-scrolling game type), but will also introduce several new features to Spriter itself. These
new features will not only give this art pack an unprecedented level of customizability, but will also offer even more flexibility
and options to all Spriter users for the creation of their own original content. (more on this up-coming new art pack is a future
update. It's roughly half finished, but still several months away.)
Again, we apologize for the not so regular updates, and we will make sure the next update won't take so long, and progress
reports will be more frequent and more complete. We'll do everything we can to make the implementation (and eventual new
features that it will accommodate) well worth the wait. And of course, once we're finished, our focus will be on helping
developers port this fully featured implementation to as many authoring systems languages as possible.
Thanks again everyone for your support and patience.
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Cheers, Edgar at BrashMonkey

Spriter Release 3
Released 2/25/2015

Additions and Enhancements

Added Shift key modifier to shortcuts for Previous Keyframe and Next Keyframe (1 and 2 keys). Shift+1 and Shift+2
will go to the previous and next frame where the currently selected objects are keyed
Added Control key modifier to shortcuts for Previous Keyframe and Next Keyframe (1 and 2 keys). Ctrl+1 and Ctrl+2
increment and decrement time by the currently set Snapping Interval, or by one millisecond if snapping is turned off
Cleaned up Export to PNG/Gif Dialog to hide controls that don't apply to the current export settings
Added new Pro Feature 'Batch Export' to the Export to PNG/Gif Dialog. Allows you to choose several animations to
export at once
Added 'Trim To Entity' as an option for the Source Rectangle when performing a Batch Export. This will choose one
bounding box size that will fit all of the selected animations for each entity
Added 'Trim To All Entities' as an option for the Source Rectangle when performing a Batch Export. This will choose
one bounding box size that will fit all selected animations for all entities
Bug Fixes

Removed tutorial video playback within Spriter (video links are still available) as a temporary fix for some users who
were experiencing crashes due to the feature
Fixed a bug where creating a bone required several undos to revert instead of one
Fixed a bug where the images in the File Palette weren't updated after the Reload All Images was pressed
Fixed a crash that would occur if you attempted to close Spriter while in the middle of renaming an entity
. Depth Of Consciousness Just Cause 4 Kitten Life Simulator PlayClaw :: Overlays, Game Recording & Streaming Road Patrol
Truck Insurgence - Second Assault Hot Lava Update #23 - Back To Basics:
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Detailed Patch Notes. Ancestors Legacy's NEW FREE CAMPAIGN is out! + FREE WEEKEND is coming up on
Steam!:

Ancestors Legacy's NEW FREE CAMPAIGN is out!
+ FREE WEEKEND is coming up on Steam!
Phew! It's been a long fight, but Ancestors Legacy is now complete with all 8 single-player campaigns in place! The new
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"TEUTONIC ORDER" German campaign brings new piece of history into the game. Meet the Teutonic Knights from the
perspective of two major historical characters!
So if you've been waiting to buy Ancestors Legacy, now is the time! And you can even check part of the game completely for
free during the upcoming weekend on Steam!
Watch the trailer for the new campaign:
https://youtu.be/IH5thq_P3_c
https://store.steampowered.com/app/620590/Ancestors_Legacy/. Autumn Sale:

Happy Autumn! Enjoy these sales!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/851840/Strangers_of_the_Power_2/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/795680/Border_of_her_Heart/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/770370/Adventures_of_Dragon/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/683760/Strangers_of_the_Power
https://store.steampowered.com/app/732190/Strangers_of_Power__Trancevania/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/423740/Save_Your_Mother
https://store.steampowered.com/app/913970/The_Legend_of_Protey. Borderlands 2 Update Released:
1.7.0 Patch Notes
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Added support for upcoming downloadable content.
(Tiny Tina DLC) Addressed an issue with "Dwarven Allies" which would cause a blocker if players picked up the third
rune letter prior to completing the "Solve ancient dwarven puzzle" objective.
(Tiny Tina DLC) Murderlin will now respond if you have accepted but not completed the mission “Roll Insight”
(Sir Hammerlock DLC) Addressed an issue where damage dealt to Dexiduous, after destroying a crit region, would be
too low when the player was lower level than Dexiduous.
(TK Baha DLC) Addressed an issue that could cause the flying pumpkin head to regenerate health in Hallowed Hollow.
Summoning Deathtrap with "Sharing is Caring" enabled no longer causes a Turtle shield's health penalties to be applied
twice.
Adjusted drop rates of unique items from Doc Mercy, Mad Dog, Savage Lee and McNally to be more consistent across
all modes.
Added checks to enforce the maximum overpower level and remove invalid gear.
Addressed a manufacturing error where rare Maliwan SMGs were created with the incorrect body part.
Addressed a glowing issue with the Gunzerker Skin of Steel skin.
Further corrected the alignment of holographic sights on pistols.
Addressed an issue where completed repeatable missions would not show text in the mission acceptance screen.
Addressed an issue where defendable targets would not have a health bar.
. Twitch stage at Insomnia 60:
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Insane Robots was featured on the Twitch stage at Insomnia 60 in Birmingham, where it was played by super streamers
PhantomSFX and Beth Freeman. The 30 min session was also featured on the front page of twitch.tv.
Watch the full Stream here (starts at 2:10):
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/136200443. Version 1.01 f1 - "mirror" fix / Версия 1.01 f1 - "зеркальный" фикс:
Some players have problems with "mirrored" view when playing on Max settings. So, with help of noy1971 and The True Mask
we found and fixed this problem.
=== === === ===
Некоторые игроки имели проблемы с перевернутой картинкой, когда играли на Max настройках. Благодаря помощи
noy1971 и The True Mask мы нашли и устранили эту проблему.
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